E32 Term 1
My favourite part of the term was maths,
science and growth mindset lessons,
narratives and visualising. Some fixed
mindset words are ‘I can’t do it’, ‘it is too
hard’. A person with a growth mindset will
say ‘is this my best work?’ and ‘I am going to
use some strategies that I have learnt’.
In maths we use a number line and a blank
number grid. We do closed and open
questions and guess my number. In science
we’ve learnt about life cycles.
-Bianca

Some of the things that we have done this
term are:
Growth mindset, parts of the brain, frog life
cycle, writing about me, rainbow facts, flower
life cycle, rocket reading, doubles, visualising
and making connections. -Anikesh

This term I have liked doing our maths mental routines on the blank hundred grid
because I like doing maths.
This term I liked doing P.E. because sometimes we do really fun things.
I liked doing the Kelso’s Wheel because Kelso is a frog and I like frogs. I also liked
doing the life cycle because frogs are the best animals.
I liked doing the doubles because it is so fun and I like it because it is maths.
-Khang

We have learned about Kelso’s Wheel. It is a poster that helps you solve
small problems.
-Blake

We learnt about rainbow facts because
it helps us to learn our numbers.
We ran the first gathering and our class
got to speak but not all of us talked. -Rhys

Rocket Reading has 5 groups, Asteroids, Meteorites, Shooting Stars,
Comets and Satellites. We do Rocket Reading on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday. -Jasper
This term we have learnt the secret code in Maths. We are also reading Premiers
Reading Challenge books. We even do Rocket Reading. We have Kelso’s Wheel.
This helps us to make good choices. We have class agreements, our class rules.
We have learnt about proper nouns and common nouns. We’ve learned about 2 life
cycles, frogs and plants. We’ve learnt about the brain. We’ve got an amygdala,
cerebrum, cerebellum, hippocampus, prefrontal cortex and neurons. Zainab

